1. Introduction

We all have to deal with legal terminology in one way or another. Legal terms can constitute a serious communication barrier, though, when there are economic or cultural contacts between two or more countries. Each communication partner uses the terms of his own legal system, and even if there is a word for word translation, he presupposes that the other understands and has the same knowledge background which is not always the case. To prevent this kind of problems, speakers should have a legal knowledge base at their disposal which they can consult starting from terms of their own legal system which they are comfortable with and which lead them to the - maybe different - concepts of another legal system.

This paper focuses on the management of multilingual terminological legal information and tries to describe a new approach to visualize legal knowledge through terminology.

2. From terms to knowledge units

Traditional legal lexicography focuses on terms describing their meaning and usage producing alphabetical dictionaries. An alternative way would be to analyze the needs of communication partners developing tools in order to facilitate legal communication across the boundaries of national legal systems.

Such kind of tools should support people who want to sell goods in another country and wish to know typical contract clauses and their implications, or a company who plans to establish a local branch across the border. This kind of user may need translations of words and terms, but their foremost interest is to know the pitfalls and implications they may venture into when they use terms and concepts in another language whose content may very well be totally different from their own. Obviously, they would need to consult a specialized lawyer, but in the first phase a terminological product along the lines laid out in this paper could give at least an overview over terms and concepts or legal knowledge in general regarding the other legal system.
Legal knowledge is regarded as a system of concepts intended to regulate the social life of individuals (Sandrini 1996: 25, 95). As such, legal concepts are the result of a social contract and thus deeply rooted in a national legal system.

Dahlberg defined concepts as knowledge units (1976) which themselves are - in our case - part of a culturally rooted knowledge system, the legal system. Knowledge units and consequently concepts are culturally determined, terms are language dependent. This distinction comes alive in the context of the Interreg project.

The goal of terminology management in the field of law is to document and to describe the concepts of a particular legal system in all the languages used. The concept in the sense of a knowledge unit is central to this task where a strict concept-oriented terminographical approach should be applied. Only as elements of a particular legal setting embedded in a knowledge structure concepts are able to convey their specific role and meaning to the user.

3. Confronting legal knowledge units

3.1. Interreg II project

The terminology section of the institute for translation and interpretation at the University of Innsbruck is working with its project partners at a project financed by the European Union in the framework of the Interreg II programme which aims at facilitating regional cross border cooperation. Terminology plays an important part in multilingual communications across national borders in all fields, but it becomes vital where people interact between different legal systems. The research project should come forward with terminographical products in legal subject fields with particular regard to economic cooperation. The glossaries shall enable users to gather information about legal terms, legal concepts and the respective legal setting in the other legal system. The region for which project funding has been granted is the Land Tyrol (Austria) and the autonomous province of South Tyrol (Italy): two legal systems (Austria and Italy) and two languages (German and Italian) while one language (German) is used in both legal systems (in Austria, and in Italy for the German minority) and the other language only in one legal system (Italian in Italy).

3.2. Comparative law and terminology

The user of a terminological product starts with the concepts and the knowledge of his particular legal background in his mind. He wants to know whether there are equivalent or similar concepts or regulatory elements in the country he has to
deal with (e.g. manager in the export department of a company, a lawyer with a client from the other legal system).

We take for granted a rigorous conceptual approach to terminography which implies that one concept and all the information categories for this concept should be dealt with in one entry. The second assumption for a conceptual approach is that cross-language equivalence is given only in the case where both terms refer to the same concept or - the other way round - where we can speak of identical conceptual characteristics (intension).

Now, in legal terminology we almost never can speak of identical conceptual intension when the cultural and knowledge background (i.e. the legal system) is a different one, and several authors have argued that equivalence is not possible with terms coming from different legal systems and that a comparative approach should be taken in legal terminology work (e.g. Kjaer 1995, de Groot 1991, Sandrini 1999).

Terminographical products should not aim at entries which propose an immediately insertable equivalent, but rather at a product which gives access to the knowledge elements used in another country for the same situation. Modern translation theory supports this statement when it introduces situational elements - such as the skopos, the initiator or target text related parameters in general - which strongly influence all decisions to be taken by the translator. The choice of target language terms depends on these factors and they cannot be exchanged automatically. For terminography this means that terminographical products should give all necessary information for translators to enable them to make the right choices based on the situational parameters of their translation. This statement obviously applies also to other users, in particular people who come in contact with another legal system and have to understand how concepts work in different situations.

4. Legal knowledge resources

The core question is what kind of information do users need and how can a terminographical product fulfill these expectations.

While the identification of needed subject fields was relatively easy - the described project started with a regional survey through a questionnaire distributed to about 500 potential users which gave a rather clear picture of the terminological requirements regarding cross border cooperation (law of contracts, economic law) - more research is necessary to define how terminological products should be structured to meet these needs. However, the project started with a comparative approach which implies that information about concepts in both legal systems is central to the user’s needs.
In the light of what has been said above, the final products of a comparative approach must meet some subject field specific requirements:

- a rigorous distinction of the legal systems involved and consequently
- a strict concept oriented approach
- different levels of equivalence to express common ground but also structural differences.

Documentation of knowledge units from each national legal system is the first step. That is the description of concepts, classifying them according to legal settings and statutes, listing terms denoting them, context examples, etc. Terminological entries contain information about the concepts from one legal system.

In a second step the concept entries from one legal system are confronted with the entries from another legal system and possible points of relatedness are identified.

### 4.1. Terminology Management Systems

TMS can be used to store information about concepts in one legal system. Conceptual entries (one concept one entry) always must refer to a concept from one legal system. Concepts coming from two legal system cannot be combined in one entry since absolute equivalence is not given.

Starting from this principle within a TMS we defined a database with the following entry structure. The categories are displayed in a abstract, platform independent format which can be produced automatically by export routines of modern TMS.
All data categories refer to one legal system, except the equivalence relations. It is very important to distinguish two categories of crosslinks to other entries: links within a legal system and links between two legal systems.

Links within a legal system are embedded in the concept relations data categories. The table gives examples of possible concept relations. Developing strict concept hierarchies in law is a complex task though. We had to define new concept
relations beyond the traditional classes of super- and subordinate concept, part of, causal or temporal relations. Each class of concept relation represents a link to the respective entry. It was important for us to crosslinks entries as much as possible even if we had to introduce new relation categories. A net of concepts should be developed in all small subject fields defined by subprojects with each concept embedded in the respective knowledge structure.

Links between legal systems should provide a bridge to comparable concepts. In the framework of the project we defined two degrees of relatedness: a) a direct link to a concept in the other legal system which can be regarded as more or less the same, though never a case of the same concept intension due to another legal context, other traditions, other cultural and ethical values, etc.; b) an indirect link in cases where a more direct one is not possible because of differing concept structures or different legal settings. In theory also a third hypothesis exists in cases where neither a direct nor an indirect link is possible: no link to the other legal system. In such cases the embedding in a net of concept relations could also provide a way to access information maybe entering the other legal system through comparable concepts for the superordinate concept or other concepts located near the concept in question within the concept system.

TMS’ are productivity tools and should be used as such, their main advantages are:

- unified entry structure
- easy data administration (data input and update)
- efficient data management
- easy sorting and searching

They are, however, inappropriate as knowledge representation tools because of inadequate means to represent knowledge structures. In particular main disadvantages for us were:

- inconsistent linking technology
- no degrees of equivalence possible
- lack of text management

**4.2. Text based terminology**

Text-based terminology usually refers to automatic term extraction from a corpus of LSP-texts or frequency based term analysis. In this context it is used at the beginning of the terminographical process. We would like to introduce the concept of text based terminology also for the other end of a terminographical process applying it to the terminographical product.
Simple one-to-one equations in dictionaries are given up in favour of more complex information systems where terminology is embedded in an overall knowledge resource on specific legal topics. This means a short introduction into the envisaged legal topic referring to the Austrian legal system is followed by a similar reproduction of legal provisions and regulations in Italy. Such an introductory description constitutes the first text into which terminology is integrated and can be described by adequate terminographical entries. Furthermore, we plan to add instances of text types typical for the legal topic (e.g. statutes, contract samples) which again should be linked to the terminographical entries.

Thus, the textual material works as a backbone for terminology and the use of concepts on the one hand, and as an alternative access to subject field knowledge on the other hand. Terminology with its concept systems constitutes the other access to knowledge structure which is supported by links to the textual material.

This way we intend to represent terminology in the shell of subject specific texts as well as subject field knowledge through structured terminology.

4.3. Technology

As we have seen TMS’ offer considerable advantages in recording and managing terminological data, but such systems are not well suited to knowledge representation in legal subject fields. For this reason we use a TMS for data entry in the format described above and use export routines for converting data into a format which enables easy access to terminology and knowledge.
Traditional paper dictionaries could be one output but the conversion of electronic data on legal concepts in a TMS to a user-friendly paper dictionary format is not a trivial task (see Mayer 1997). In the framework of the Interreg project both paper dictionaries as well as electronic products shall be produced. The electronic version will be CD-Rom based.

The new Internet technology which is evolving right now constitutes a modern tool combining hypertext (HTML) and structured information (XML) allowing the production of user-oriented products which are able to overcome database specific limitations.

HTML texts can integrate XML based terminological entries: a click on a term opens up a window with the respective terminological entry (mono- or multi-lingual but always referring to one legal system) (Bray 1999). The new XML-specifications offer extensive linking facilities (W3 1998), within a XML-based glossary or between different glossaries (VHG 1999). Platform independent applications can handle the terminological data.

A legal knowledge base conceived around these assumptions is sort of a stand alone product which cannot be integrated into translator’s productivity tools such as TM or TMS'. This would not be a major drawback since translators are just one class of users. Furthermore, components of such a product are build on general standards such as XML which makes integration of the terminological data into a TMS easy, or HTML which enables texts to be reused easily.

5. Conclusions

In the framework of the Interreg II project we hope to develop useful tools which help to overcome the communication barriers in cross-border contacts. A concept oriented knowledge resource which integrates terminology, knowledge structures and specialist texts should help overcome the difference of legal systems and the difference of languages.
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